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ABSTRACT 
A survey is given on the Hilbert space approach to various kinds 
of non-homogeneous boundary value problems. The exposition is limited to 
boundary value problems of variational type. 
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PREFACE 
In an earlier report (TW 140/74) a survey on Hilbert space methods 
for homogeneous elliptic boundary value problems was given. The present 
report intends to give an overall picture in which way non-homogeneous 
boundary value problems are dealt with in the Hilbert space approach. 
iii 
The concept of boundary condition itself raises a number of impor-
tant problems. In case that u is to satisfy homogeneous conditions, one 
requires that u belongs to a certain subspace (e.g. H;(n)) of Hm(n). If 
one wishes to deal with non-homogeneous conditions one must extend the no-
tion of the restriction of a function to the boundary, evident for contin-
uous functions, to all elements of a Sobolev space. This is done in sec-
tion 2. Before, in section I, Sobolev spaces of func.tions that have their 
domain of definition on the boundary of a certain domain, are defined. In 
section 3 the theory is applied to the non-homogeneous Dirichlet problem 
for elliptic equations of arbitrary order. Sections 4,5 and 6 are devoted 
to other boundary conditions of various kinds, although only problems of 
the so-called variational type are considered. 
The aim of this report does not differ from that of the former one 
on homogeneous problems, namely to give a general idea of the Hilbert space 
approach without going into the details of all proofs. Of course, referen-
ces to the literature are given. Furthermore, the present report should be 
seen as a sequel to the former one, which in the text is referred to by 
[HJ. 

1. SOBOLEV SPACES OF FUNCTIONS DEFINED ON THE BOUNDARY OF A DOMAIN 
The definition of Hs(an), where an is the (sufficiently· smooth) 
boundary of a bounded domain n, is discussed. For standard notations and 
preliminaries the reader is referred to [HJ. Some of what is needed most 
is recalled here. 
I.I. STANDARD NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES. The usual notations are used. 
Throughout this report x = (x 1, •••• ,x) is a point in the real n-dimension~ 
al Euclidean space IR0 ; lxl = (xi+ .. ~+x!)½, Di= a/axi, DP= D~ 1 •••• D~n, 
where p 1, •••• ,pn are non-negative integers, and p = (p 1 , •••• ,pn), 
IPI = p 1+ •.• +pn. Given an open set (domain), we shall denote by Cm(n), 
m = 0,1,2, ••• , 00 , the set of all complex valued functions that have contin-
uous derivatives up to order m, and by Cm(n) the set of functions which 
have this property uniformly inn. The subset Cm(n) consisti~g of all 
m functions that have a compact support in Q is denoted by c0 (Q). 
00 
The linear space c0 (n) can be regarded as a topological vector 
space V(n}. A distribution inn is a continuous linear functional on V(n); 
elements of V(n) are usually denoted by~, and a distribution is written 
as <f,~>. 
If in a point x of the boundary an the normal to ar. exists, one can 
speak of the derivative in that direction, au/av. Usually, v will be chosen 
in the outward direction. 
Them-th Sobolev space (m being a non-negative integer) Hm(n) is 
defined as the linear space of all functions uEL2(n), of which the distrib-
utional derivatives up to order mare functions belonging to L2(n), equip-
ped with the Hilbert space structure that goes along with the scalar prod-
uct 
(u,v) n = 
m,~G 
2 
The associated norm is indicated by II • II ' ,., . In case confusion is unlikely, 
ID' OG 
the index Q is often surpressed. From the definitions it follows that the 
injective mappings 
Hk(Q) '-+ Hm(Q) 4 L z (Q) = HO (Q), k > m 2". 0, 
are continuous. oo • ID When m IO, the closure of c0 (Q) in H (Q) is a proper sub-
ID 
space of H (Q), ID denoted by H0 (n). 
Finally, the definition of smoothness of a boundary is given. The 
boundary 8Q of an open set Q c JR.n is said to be of class Ck in the neigh-
bourhood of z E a Q, if there exists an open set QO with z E Q0 , such that 
for some i each point x Ea Q n QO can be uniquely represented in the form 
x = (x 1 , ••• ,x. 1 ,h(x 1, ••• ,x. 1,x·+i•···,x ),x. 1 , ••• ,x) 1- 1- 1 n 1+ n 
and that 
x. > h(x 1, ••• ,x. 1 ,x. 1 , •••• x) 1 1- 1+ n 
x. < h(x 1, ••• ,x. 1,x. 1 , •••• x) 1 1- 1+ n 
where his a k times differentiable function. Note that 
z. = h(z 1, ••• ,z. 1,z. 1 , ••• ,z ). By changing the coordinate system, one i 1- 1+ n 
can always choose this i to be equal ton. Write x' = (x1, ••• ,xn-l), then 
are given by (x',h(x')), where x' remains in 
n-1 
onto JR. . The mapping Kz X = y' X E Qo' 
the boundary points within S"io 
the projection t,o of a Q n Qo 
given by 
( yn = X - h(x') 
J n ( I. 1) l y' = x' 
,., . JR.n h h maps oG0 one-·to-one onto an open set in , in sue a manner t at 
K2 (Q0 n Q) is a set that has a portion of its boundary on yn = O, which 
X .x = h(x') aQ yn n n 
--- - .... Kz .. - - " 
~ 
. 
' I y' I I K 2 Z .. 
' 
\ 
... ,: x' \ ... _______ ,.. ";
- ----· 
llo 
Figure I. 1 
may be identified with ~0; Kz has the same differentiability ash. 
In case that the function h has Lipschitz continuous highest order 
derivatives, the boundary is said to belong to Ck,l in the neighbourhood 
of z. If one of the two properties holds for all z E an, one simply says 
k k I that an belongs to C (or C '). 
1.2. FOURIER TRANSFORM. Let S be the linear space of all complex valued 
C~-functions ~(x), defined on 1Rn, with the property that ~(x) together 
with all its derivatives decay for lxl ➔ ~faster than any negative power 
of Ix!. For such~ one can define the Fourier transform 
(I. 2) ½n = ~{~) = (21T)-n/2 I rn() -i(s,x)d 
'"' 't' <,, 't' X e x, 
]Rn 
3 
where, of course, s = (s 1, .•• ,sn) and (s,x) = s 1x 1+ ••. +snxn. It is well-
known that Fis an isomorphism of S onto itself (see e.g. DE JAGER [1970], 
p.95ff. for more details on the subject of Fourier transforms). For any 
tempered distribution (i.e. f ES') the Fourier transform f can be defined 
by 
... ... 
<f ,~> = <f,~> for all~ ES. 
1.3. THEOREM. An equivalent definition of them-th Sobolev space for the 
domain 1Rn is that it is the space of aU tempered distributions u in 1Rn 
for which the expression (I+ lsl 2)m/Z u(s) is square integrable. The norm 
corresponding to the scalar product 
(I. 2) (u,v)~,1Rn = J (I+ lsl 2)m u(s) ~(s)ds 
:mn 
is equivalent to the one described in I.I. 
PROOF. Using the fact that the Fourier transform is an isometry of L2(1Rn) 
onto itself, we have HnPun 0 = llspu11 0 , so that 
4 
llull 2 = 
m 
The proof is easily completed. D 
1.4. DEFINITION. The preceding theorem brings us into the position of being 
able to define Sobolev spaces for arbitrary non-integer values of s, as 
follows: for s E JR 
The scalar product (. ,~) s, lR.n _is defined in the same manner as in ( 1. 2). 
Any function u E C~(Q) [H~(Q) J, where n is an arbitrary open set of 
]Rn, can be considered as an element of C00 (lR.n) [Hm(lR.n)J, by extending u 
by zero outside n. To avoid unncessary complicated speech, one usually does 
not make a strict distinction between u and its trivial extension. The space 
H~(n), Q being a bounded open set of lR.n, can be defined as the closed sub-
space of elements u E Hs(lR.n) that have compact support within Q. 
The following theorem states for a special case the existence of a 
so-called partition of unity, which is needed in the definition of Sobolev 
spaces of functions defined on the boundary an of a domain n. 
n 
set kof lR , and Zet n1, ••• ,nk be open 
• 00 • 
1.5. THEOREM. iet K be a compact 
n 
sets of lR that cover K, i.e. Kc U n .. Then there ex~st C funct~ons j=l J 
~-, j = l, •.• ,k, having compact supports contained inn., such that 
J J 
(i) 
(ii) 
~- (x) ;?: 0 
J 
k 
I j=l ~- (x) = J 
and 
k 
I j=l 
for 
~- (x) ~ 
J 
XE K. 
in 
PROOF. See FRIEDMAN [1969], p.9 ff. or NECAS [1967], p.27. 0 
Consider a bounded domain Q c lR.n, of which the boundary is a Cm mani-
fold (m;?: O). For each point z E a Q one can then find anopen neighbourhood 
5 
n of z in lR.n and am times differentiable mapping 
z 
K which can be des-
z 
cribed in the same way as in (I.I), such that n n n is mapped one-to-one 
z n-1 
onto an open set of lR.n having a portion of its boundary on lR • Now 
because an is compact, a finite number, say k, of such neighbourhoods 
nZj = 
If n. 
n. of z. are sufficient to cover an; call the corresponding maps K •• 
J J -I J 
J 
K.(n. 
J J 
.J.,,,. • cm . f n nl r v, then, of course, KlKj is a one-to-one mapping o 
n nl) onto Kl(nj n nl). 
As in I.I, for each j one can change the order of the coordinates, 
such that i becomes equal ton; doing so, n. nan will consist of the 
• • • J • 
points 
(xj' ,h(xj')), and n. of 
J. 
too. The domain of xJ' 
(xJ' ,x~) with xJ > h(xJ') whenever x 
~ . n- I 
which is the proJection onto lR of 
belongs ton 
n. n an will 
J 
be denoted by 6 .• 
Now let (!.)~ 1 be a partition of unity with respect ton., such that k J J= J 
for x E an l ~.(x) = I. If u is a function defined for almost all x E an, j=J J • . 
then for each j, I :,; j :,; k, the function (~. u) (xJ' , h(xJ')) = 
. . • . J 
= ~.(xJ, ,h(xJ'))u(xJ' ,h(xJ')) is defined almost everywhere 
J 
in 6 .• 
J 
definitions of After all these preparations we are able to give the 
L2(an) and Hs(an), s > o. 
1.6. DEFINITION. The space 1 2(an) consists of all functions u defined almost 
. . 2 
everywhere on an that fulfil the requirement (~ju)(xJ' ,h(xJ')) E L (6j), 
j = I, .... ,k. This linear space is equipped with a Hilbert space structure 
by means of the inner product 
(I. 3) 
k 
cu,v)o,an = I 
j=I 
(,n.u(xj',h(xj ')',, ,n v(xj I h(xj '))) ¥ ¥' , 0 A • J J ,L.1. 
J 
It is easily shown that a different choice of the covering by n. or of the 
- J 
partition of unity~-
J 
leads to an inner product of which the corresponding 
norm is equivalent to the one corresponding to (1.3). The proof of the com-
-pleteness of L2 (an) is also very simple. 
s By H (an) we denote the space of functions 
such that for each j, I :,; j :,; k, ~.u(xj' ,h(xj')) 
J --
belonging to L2(an), 
E Hs (lR.n- l ) • Because 
~j = 0 near the boundary of 6j' this essentially has the same meaning as 
being an element of H~(6j) (see definition 1.4). In this definition it 
6 
is assumed that O ~ s ~ m. NECAS [ 196 7] ,' p. 88, shows that in order to 
define Hm(an) it is sufficient to have a Cm- 1, 1 boundary. The inner product 
in Hm(an) is, quite naturally, defined as 
(1.4) 
Again, if we 
of unity ll)., 
J 
change the choice of the covering n. or that of the partition 
J 
then we merely replace the Hilbert space structure imposed on 
by (1.4) by an equivalent one. 
2. TRACE THEOREMS 
n Let n c JR be a bounded domain, and u a function defined inn. If 
u is continuous inn up to the boundary, i.e. u E c0 (TI), it is obvious what 
we mean by the restriction of u to the boundary a~2. This is not the case 
when u is merely an element of some Sobolev space Hm(n). Nevertheless, when 
dealing with non-homogeneous boundary value problems we must be able to 
speak in some sense of the values on the boundary of a generalized solu-
tion of the elliptic differential equation. In this section, therefore, 
the problem of extending the notion "restriction of a function to the bound-
ary" to non-continuous functions in an is discussed. First of all, the follow-
ing result is of great importance. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let m be any non~negative integer and let the boundary of 
n be Cm. The restrictions ton of the infinitely differentiable functions 
n m defined on JR foY'm a dense subspace of H (n). D 
This theorem can also be stated in the following form: 
c00 (n) n Hm(n) is dense in Hm(n). For a function u E C00 (U) its values on 
an are easily defined; these values are called the trace of u on an, which 
simply is its restriction to an. 
The- sort of theorem we are out for in this section is: 
m 2. 2. THEOREM. Let m be an integer ~ 1. Let further n have a C boundary. 
Then the trace on an, first defined in the above trivial manner for func-
• 00 -t~ons of C (n) can be extended in a unique fashion to a bounded linear 
mapping 
(2 .1) y m m-1 H (Q) -t H 2 (30). 
on o 
7 
□ 
The first step in the proofs of statements like those above consists 
of simplifying the geometrical situation for which the statement is to, be 
k 
proved. As in the preceding section we choose a finite covering {Qj}j=l of 
an, such that for each j there exists am-times differentiable one-to-one 
mapping K. of Q. onto an open set in lR.n that has the property that 
J J 
K.(Q. n Q) has a portion of its boundary on x = 0. Additionally, we choose 
J J k n k 
an open subset n0 of Q containing Q\ j~l Qj· Let {~jlj=O be a partition of 
unity with respect to {Qj }}=o' such that for x E n I~=O (pj (x) = l. 
Let u be an arbitrary function of Hm(Q); it can be written as 
u = I1=o Qju. Suppose that the following version of theorem 2.1 is true: 
2.3. LEMMA. For each j = O, ••. ,k there exists a sequence of functions 
u. E c000 (n.) which converge to q:>.u in Hm(n. n n). J,V J J J □ 
,k From this lemma it would easily follow that l u converges to u in j=O j, v 
(X) -Now assume that u EC (0), and let yu be its trace on an. Suppose 
further that the following lemma is valid: 
2.4. LEMMA. For each j = 1, ... ,k there exists a positive constant C. 
J 
independent of u such that 
lly(q:>.u)ll 1 :,; J m-2,annn. 
J 
C. llq:>.ull 
J J m,n. 
J 
(X) -for all u EC (Q). □ 
Since q:>.u has a support contained in Q., this lennna would imply 
J J 
that 
llyu II 1 :,; cllull 
m-2, an m,n 
(X) -for all u EC (Q), where C is some positive constant. Combination with 
theorem 2.1 would then establish that y can be extended as a mapping of 
Hm(Q) - Hm-½(3Q). 
8 
If all this was carried out, it would remain to show that the trace 
map y is onto. This means that we would still have to prove the following 
lemma: 
m-1 2.5. LEMMA. Let w Ea 2 (3Q). For each j = l, .•• ,k there exists au. E 
J 
the support of which is contained in a compact subset of Qj' m H (Q. n Q), 
J 
such that the trace of u. is ~.w. 
k J J 
Since the trace of l·-t u. on 3Q is equal tow, lemma 2.5 
J- J m m-1 
that y is a surjective mapping of H (Q) onto H 2 (3Q). 
□ 
would then imply 
So far, we have reduced the proofs of theorems 2.1 and 2.2 to the 
question whether lemmas 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 are true. The next step is to see 
that it is sufficient to prove these lemmas for flat boundaries. This fol-
lows from the fact that for each j = l, ••• ,k the Cm mapping K. maps Q. n Q 
J J 
one-to-one onto an open set in ]Rn that has a portion of its boundary on 
x = O; or, which has precisely the same meaning, that the restrictions 
n 
of the functions ~.u to 3Q may be considered as functions defined on 
1 J • • 
~- c ]Rn- in the following manner: ~.u = (~.u)(xJ',h(xJ')); here, of course, 
J m J J 
h EC (~.). 
J 
So we have to do no more than to prove the lemmas for the case that 
Qj n Q is replaced by a subset V of lR~ = {x E ]Rn lxn > 0} that has a 
portion of its boundary, say P, on lRn-l =Jx E lRn lxn = O}. 
At this point one more observation 
above all the elements of Hm(Q n Q.) and 
J 
supports contained in compact subsets of 
should be made. In the argument 
m-• of H ~(Q. n 3Q) involved had 
.. J 
Q .• Of course, the Cm mappings 
J 
K. do not disturb this situation. As a consequence of this, we might as 
J n n-1 
well prove the lemmas with V replaced by lR+ and r by lR , since all 
functions considered may be extended by zero outside their supports. 
So it turns out to be sufficient to prove the following three lemmas: 
2. 3'. LEMMA. The restrictions to lR~ of functions belonging to C~ (lRn) 
foY'rTI a dense subspace in Hm(lR~). 
2.4'. LEMMA. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for aZZ u that are 
n co n 
restrictions to lR+ of functions belonging to c0 (lR ), 
9 
(2.2) II yull _ 1 lR.n-1 s; C Hu II lR.n , 
m 2 , m, + 
where yu denotes the trace on (or restriction to) lR.n-l of u. (This implies, 
in combination with the previous lemma, that y may be extended as a contin-
m n m- 1 n-1 
uous linear map of H (IR+) into H 2 (IR ) • ) 
2 • 5 ' • LEMMA. Let v be any element of Hm-½ ( lR.n- I ) , then there exists a · 
m n 
u e: H (IR+) such that yu = v. 
For the proof of lemma 2.3' one is referred to e.g. WLOKA [1969] 
p.9 or TREVES [1975], p.241. With regard to lemma 2.4' and 2.5' we shall 
leave our policy to omit proofs. The main reason for this is not that their 
proofs are simple - which they are-, but that then the loss of½ in (2.1) 
and (2.2) is explained. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.4'. Let u be an arbitrary functions that is a restriction 
of a function of C~(lR.n). This function u may be considered as the restric-
. ~ co ( n) tion of a function u e: c0 1R. such that 
~ u U lR.n s; cons t. llull lR.n 
m, m, + 
For example, one can extend u given in lR.n to the lower half space by 
+ 
setting for x < 0 
n 
u(x' ,x ) = 
n 
where the coefficients Al satisfy the system of equations 
m 
I<-l)PAl = I, p = o, ... ,m-1. 
l=l 
In the argument below we shall drop the distinction between u and u. 
Denote by F'u(s',x) the Fourier transform with respect to the first 
n 
n-1 variables x' = (x 1, ... ,xn-l) (by~• we of course mean (s 1, •.• ,s0 _ 1)), 
and by Fu(s) = Fu(s',s) the Fourier transform with respect to all vari-
n 
ables. Then one has 
co 
F'u(s',O) = (2~)-½ f Fu(s', s )ds 
n n 
-co 
10 
as a consequence of the inverse Fourier transform formula with respect to 
s . Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality one finds 
n 
co 
(2,r)½ J IF'u(F;',O)l 2(I+ls'l 2)m-½~,= J / I Fu~',,;n)~nl 2(I+ls'l2f1-½d~' 
lRn-1 m.n-1 -co 
co 
= I I I Fu(~ ) (I + I s I 2) m/ 2 ( l + I ,; 12) -m/ 2 d~n I 2 ( I+ I ' I I 2) m- ½ ds I 
lRn-1 -co 
(2. 3) 
co co 
~ · 1 [ J!Fu(~)l 2(I+l~l 2)m~-n J (l+lsl 2)-mds1i:10+ls'l 2)m-!ds'• 
lRn-1 -co -co 
Relatively simple calculations lead to an identity of the form 
co 
(2.4) 2 -m+l = µ (m) (I+ Is r I ) 2 , 
where µ(m) is some constant depending on m. In view of this identity and 
of theorem 1.3 one then sees that (2.3) is equivalent to 
llu(x' ,O)II _1 lRn-1 ~ const. llu(x)l[ lRn. D 
m 2 , m, + 
m- 1 n-1 PROOF OF LEMMA 2.5'. Let v(x') be any element of H 2 (lR ) • Denote by 
(f')-l the inverse Fourier transform with respect to the n-1 variables~•. 
Then 
(2.5) -1 I 12 i u(x',x) = (f') [F'v(s')exp(-(l+ s' ) 2 X )] 
n n 
is a function that fulfils the requirements. Clearly, for x = 0 the 
n 
function is defined by (2.5) is equal to v. It remains to show that 
m n 
u EH (JR+). In order to have u defined for all xn, we extend u as an even 
function in x for x < 0. 
n n 
Then we have 
1 1 
so using (2.4) with m = 1 we find 
00 I IFu(s)l 2(l+lsl 2)m 
m_n 
= ¾ f IF'v(s')l 2(J+ls'l 2) J (l+lsl 2)m-2dsnds' 
m_n-J --oo 
00 
:,; ¾ J IF'v(~')i 2(l+ls'l 2)m I (l+lsl 2)-1d~nd~' 
IB.n-1 ...,, 
:,; const. J IF'v(s')i 2(I+ls'l 2)m-½ds'• 
m_n-1 
In fact, we have shown that the mappings: Hm-½(IB.n-l)-+Hm(IB.n) defined 
+ 
by 
(2.6) -1 2 1 sv(x) = (F') [F'v(s')exp(-(l+ls'I ) 2x )] 
n 
is continuous; this mappings, of course, is a right inverse toy, i.e. 
y(sv) = v for all v E Hm-½(IB.n-l). D 
In view of form.er considerations, this completes the proof of theorem 
2.2. 
2.6. REMARK. Note that the condition that ,aQ is a Cm boundary is only used 
where the poirtion of art within Q. is flattened. NECAS [1967], p.88 ff. shows 
• · J · m-1 I that it would have been sufficient to require C ' smoothness. 
2. 7. DEFINITION . We now may define traces 
l m n . m-l n D maps H (JR ) into H (IB. ) , and y the 
n + + 
of higher order l < m. Clearly, 
latter onto Hm-l-½(IB.n). Define 
+ 
the l-th ord1=r trace as the continuous linear map 
l 
= y(D u). 
n 
In a way similar to the proof of lennna 2.5 1 one can show that 
l -1 I 2 -l/2 2 l E,e_v(x):=Dnsv(x) = (F') [F'v(~')(l+ ~'I) exp(-(I+ls'I ) 2xn)J 
12 
m-.t-½ n-1 m n defines a continuous right inverse e: .t: H (IR ) -+ H (IR+) to y .t. 
This leads us to the following theorem. 
2.8. THEOREM. Let m be a positive integer. 
m-1 
Hm(IRn) -+ TT Hm-.t-½ (IRn-1) 
+ .t=O 
Denote by y the mapping 
• 
This mapping is continuous, linear and surjective; furthermore, the kernel 
of y in Hm(IR~) is exactly equal to H~(IR~). D 
Of course, one has the following theorem. 
2.9. THEOREM. Let n be a bounded domain in IRn with Cm-boundary. Then the 
mapping 
m-1 I 
y: Hm(n)-+ TT Hm-.t- 2 (an) 
.t=O 
m-1 
au a u 
u-+ (yu, Y-;;-,,, •• ,y 1), 
aV avm-
au/av denoting the derivative along the outwardly oriented normal to an, 
is continuous, linear and surjective. 
PROOF. By localization and flattening of the boundary ?s was set forth 
at the beginning of this section. D 
3. APPLICATION TO THE NON-HOMOGENEOUS DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
In this section the trace theorems are used to deal with the non-
homogeneous Dirichlet problem for elliptic equations. It is assumed that 
the reader is familiar with the Hilbert space theory for homogeneous ellip-
tic boundary value problems, a survey of which may be found in [HJ. 
3.1. THE GENERALIZED NON-HOMOGENEOUS DIRICHLET PROBLEM. Let n be a bounded 
domain in IRn with Cm boundary an, and let 
(3. 1) L• = ' (-1) IP I (DP' a (x)Dq·) l pq IP I, I q I ~m 
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be a uniformly strongly elliptic operator inn. Let B(u,v) be the bilinear 
form associated with L, i.e. 
(3.2) B(u,v) = 
m m defined for all u, v EH (n). It is easily seen that Bis bounded on H (n). 
Further, according to Garding's inequality, under certain mild conditions 
for which the reader is referred to [HJ, B then is coercive over H~(n). 
For convenience, we here assume that Bis stPongZy coercive. 
Assume that are given arbitrary f E L2(n) and g. E Hm-j-l(an), 
J j = O, ... ,m-1 and consider the Dirichlet problem 
r- f in n (3.3) 
ajufa) = g. on an, J = 0, ••• ,m-1 . 
- J 
By the latter of course is meant y(aju/avj) = g .• By theorem 2.9 one can 
J 
find a function FE Hm(n), such that F depends continuously on g. in the 
J 
sense that the map 
g. ➔ F 
J 
is continuous. Let w = u-F. Then w will satisfy the homogeneous boundary 
value problem 
in n 
(3.4) 
on an, j = o, ... ,m-1. 
Here LF has only a meaning in distributional sense. Nevertheless, this 
will not cause any difficulties if we make use of the bilinear form B, 
since then differentiations up to order m "are brought to the other side". 
The generalized problem for (3.4), or the generalized Dirichlet problem 
for non-vanishing boundary data is formulated in the following manner: 
(3.5) {
find w m = u - FE H0(n), such that 
B(w,v) = m (f,v) 0 - B(F,v) for all v E H0 (n). 
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The Lax-Milgram theorem guarantees a uniquely determined solution to (3.5) 
in case that Bis strongly coercive. If one has coercivity only, a Fredholm 
type existence theorem applies (see [HJ). 
Next, we wish to discuss the dependency of the solution w of 3.5 on 
the data f and gj, J = O, ... ,m-1. In view of theorem 2.9 we have 
(3.6) 
m-1 
~ const. (llfllo n + \ Ilg.II . I "n)llvll n 
" l J m-J- 2 , o,G m,,G 
' j=O 
for all v E H;(s2). Choosing v ':'win (3.6), we find, assuming strong coer-
vity of B, 
2 m-1 
llwll Q ~ const. (llfll 0 Q + I Ilg.II . 1 ar;i)llwll r;i· m, , j=O J m-J- 2 , m, 
By dividing both sides of this inequality by llwll we get the following 
m,Q 
result. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let Q be a bounded domain of IR.n with Cm boundary., and let B 
be a bounded and strongly coercive bilinear form over H~(Q). Then the linear 
mapping 
m-1 
T : L 2 (St) x Tl Hm-j - ! ( a Q) .....,,s. Hm (Q) 
j=O 
where w is the (unique) solution of the generalized Dirichlet problem (3.5) 
for this set of data., is continuous. A different way to state this result 
is to say that the generalized solution of the non-homogeneous eUiptic 
boundary value problem depends continuously on the data. □ 
3.3. REGULARITY. There is no significant difference between the regularity 
theory for homogeneous and non-homogeneous boundary value problems. All 
we have to do is to require that Fis sufficiently regular, namely that 
FE H2m(Q), which, of course, means that we have to assume that the 
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boundary data g. E HZm-j-½(aQ), j = O, ... ,m-1. Then B(F,v) = (LF,v) O Q 
m J ' for all v E H0 (Q), so that all we have to do is to deal with the regularity 
of a homogeneious boundary value problem with righthand side f-LF, which type 
of problem was considered in section 4 of [HJ. 
4. GENERAL REMARKS ON OTHER BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
So far, only Dirichlet boundary conditions were considered. We now 
wish to turn our attention to boundary value problems of other type. In 
[HJ, section 5, some very brief remarks were made on the homogeneous 
Neumann and n1ixed problems. Here we shall deal with non-homogeneous bound-
ary value problems of various types. Before passing on to a more general 
discussion of the existence and regularity of generalized solutions of 
such boundary value problems, we first examine a simple example. 
4.1~ THE NEUMANN PROBLEM FOR -b.+L Let Q be bounded, ari of class c2 , 
AElR,\>O,f 2 -EL (Q), g E H2 (aQ). We wish to "solve" 
(4.1.a) 
(4.1.b) a1u/av I ari = g, 
in a way similar to the treatment of the Dirichlet problem. The boundary 
condition should be read as 
(4.2) y(au/av) = g 
The trace theory provides us the existence of a function h E H2 (ri) such 
that y(ah/av) = g. Hence, by setting u = w+h, (4.1) can be replaced by 
a problem with homogeneous boundary data, namely 
(4.3) (-A+\)w = (6-\)h+f 
aw/av I ari = o. 
in Q, 
We now introduce the bilinear form 
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D{(u,v) = D(u,v) + A(u,v)O,n 1for u, v E HI (11), 
where D(u,v) is the Dirichlet integral 
(4.4) 
Since 
D(u,v) D.u D.v d,c. 
1 1 
V ....+ (f,v)Q,(2 + (g,yv)Q,an 
is a continuous bilinear - or rather antilinear - functional on H1(n), and 
since DA is strongly coercive over H1(n) (see [HJ), the La:x-Milgram theorem 
I implies the existence of a unique element u EH (n) such that 
(4.5) 
Let us, for the moment, restrict the set of functions v to the subspace 
I H0(n). We then find that 
I for all v E H0 (n), 
since now the boundary integral becomes zero. So the unique solution u 
defined by (4.5) satisfies in a generalized sense equation (4.1.a) in any 
n' with TI°' c n. 
It will be shown later on that the regularity theory in [HJ, section 
4 remains true for other than Dirichlet boundary conditions. Making use of 
this fact, we find, since f and 6 h E L2(n), that u E H2(n). Employing the 
well-known Green's formula 
I VuVvdx = I -6uvdx + 
n n 
we find that 
I 
an 
au -d 
- V (J av 
(4.6) au DA (u,v) = ((-6H)u,v)O,n + (y av' yv)O,an 
The first term on the right hand side is equal to (f,v)O,n so that compar-
ison of (4.5) and (4.6) shows that 
au (g,yv)o,an = (y av' yv)o,an· 
Since the functions v are essentially arbitrary, the conclusion must be 
au l 
y av= g (in H2 (an)). 
4~2. ABSTRACT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM. The above example should give us 
enough motivation to s·tudy the following. type of problems, that we shall 
call abstract boundary value problems. 
m m Let V be a given closed subspace of H (n), such that H0 (n) c V. 
Let B be a bilinear form associated to the uniformly strongly elliptic 
operator (3.1), i.e. 
(4. 7) 
Assume that Bis coercive over V. Find for given f E L2 (n) the solution 
u EV of 
(4.8) B(u,v) = (f,v)o,n for all v Ev. 
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If H~(n) is a proper subspace of V, then one does not consider the Dirichlet 
problem, but some other type of problem. In the example abovem =l, 
V = H1(n) was chosen, which led to the Nea~nn problem. 
In this section and the next we shall give answers to the following 
questions. 
(i) How is (unique) existence of a solution u E V established in .. the 
case.that Bis not strongly coercive, but merely coercive over V? 
(ii) What can one say about the regularity of the solution u EV of 
(4.8)? 
(iii) Which "concrete" interpx>etations should one adhere to the abstract 
boundary value problem for different choices of V and of B? 
The bilinear form B associated with the differential operator L 
B(u,v) = 
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is coercive over ~(n), if L satisfies ~ertain mild conditions (see [HJ, 
theorem 2.15, Garding's inequality). This result does not extend to coerci-
vity over ifl(n), as we shall see later on. That is why we have to state the 
coercivity of B explicitly amongst the conditions of the following theorems. 
In part the proof of the Fredholm type existence theorem for the gener-
alized .Dirichlet problem (~ee theorem 3.5 of [HJ) was based on the compact 
imbedding I: H;(n) + 1 2(n). For the general abstract boundary value problem 
given above we need the compactness of the imbedding I: V + L2(n). If the 
boundary is Lipschitz continuous, this is simply a consequence of Rellich's 
theorem (theorem 1.11 of [HJ). So it remains possible to apply the Riesz-
Schauder theory that sustained the existence theory for the Dirichlet prob-
lem. Therefore, the following theorem holds. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let n have a Lipschitz continuous bounda:ry, and let Band 
V be as above. Assume that Bis coercive over V and bounded on V. Then 
for any f E L2 (n) either there exists a unique solution u EV of 
(4.9) B(u,v) = (f,v)o,n for all v EV, 
or the homogeneous equation 
(4. 10) B(v,u) = 0 for all V E V 
has a finite number 
all belonging to V, 
tion if and only if 
of linearly independent solutions u. , j = l , ... ,.t , 
J 
in which case equation (4.9) has a (non-unique) solu-
j = l, ... ,l. D 
The next question is that of regularity. As for the interior regular-
ity, there is no difference with the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, 
since boundary conditions do not play a role at all here. To proof regular-
ity, up to the boundary, one first has to carry out the procedure of local-
ization and flattening of the boundary~ as was described in the beginning 
of section 2. The compact boundary an, which is assumed to be of class Ck, 
is covered by a finite number of open sets n., in such a way that n n n. 
J J 
is mapped one-to-one and k times differentiably onto an open set in the 
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upper half space, that has a portion of its boundary on x = O. Further, a 
n 
partition of unity{~.} with respect ton. is introduced. In this way the 
J J 
problem of regularity of the solution u up to the boundary is reduced to 
the regularity of each ~.u in the closed upper half space {x E mix ~ O}. 
J n 
The next step in the proof of regularity is to extend the function 
~u - we shall drop the subscript j in the rest of our exposition - by, some 
reflection principle into the lower half plane (how this can be achieved 
is described in the proof of lemma 2.4'). In consequence of this the proof 
of regularity of ~u up to the boundary lR.n-l boils down to the proof of 
interior regularity of the extended ~u in lRn, or, which is the same, in 
some compact subset of lRn. All this can be carried through for the case 
VI~ if the following to conditions hold: 
(VI) if v EV, then ~v EV for all~ E C~(lRn) 
(V2) if v EV, then sufficiently small translations of ~v in directions 
tangent to x = 0 give elements of V. 
n 
The first condition is necessary to allow a proof by partition of unity, 
the second is needed to guarantee that the difference quotients of ~v 
parallel to x = O, and thus their limits, remain in V. Both conditions 
n 
are, as is easily seen, fulfilled in the case of Dirichlet boundary condi-
• • m t1ons, 1.e. V = H0• 
On account of these con;iderations it can be shown that the regular-
ity theory for the Dirichlet case (as summarized in [HJ, section 4) may 
be extended to more general boundary conditions, For details see AGMON 
[1965], p.142 f. 
2m 4.4. THEOREM (Re([Ularity). Let n be bounded, an of class C , let V be 
a subspace of Hm(n) containing H~(n), such that conditions (VI) and (V2) 
are satisfied. Let further the bilinear form B be coercive and bounded on 
V, and also j-smooth, i.e. the coefficients a (x), for IPl+j-m ~ O,lql ~ m 
belong to clPl+j-m(Q). Let, finally, f be anyp~lement of L2 (n) and let 
u EV solve the equation 
B(u,v) = (f,v) 0 n for all v Ev. 
' 
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After having settled existence and regularity, we, lastly, must fur-
nish the means to find a "concrete" interpretation of the abstract boundary 
value problem for different choices of Band V. In the rest of this section 
we will always assume the coefficients of B (or of L) to be sufficiently 
differentiable to allow the manipulations performed. 
4.5. DEFINITION. Let L be a uniformly strongly elliptic operator inn and 
Va closed subspace of Hm(n) containing H~(n). A bilinear form B: V x V + C 
is said to be associated to L if 
(4.11) 00 for all~, WE c0(n). 
In connection with Dirichlet boundary conditions we always spoke of the 
bilinear form associated with L. Apparently more bilinear forms satisfying 
(4.11) are possible. Later on, though, it will become clear that in the 
Dirichlet case, i.e. in the case that V = H~(n), different choices for B lead 
to the same boundary value problem. This explains our former way of speech. 
4.6. DEFINITION. Let an be of class Ck, and let M., J = O, ..• ,k-1 be k 
J 
boundapY operators of order j defined by 
(4.12) M.~ = 
J I Ir I :s;j 
r 
c .. (x) D t_l) 
Jr 
for all~ E Ck(~-), with c. E Ck(an). More exactly, M.~ is defined by the 
Jr J 
mapping 
where y is the trace mapping from theorem 2.2. These boundary operators 
k 
can be extended in an evident manner to all~ EH (n). The boundary an 
is said to be non-cr,aracteristic for M. if 
J 
(4.13) I on an, Ir !:s;j 
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where v = (v 1, ••• ,vn) is the unit outer 1normal vector at x to an. This has 
the meaning that all along the boundary the direction of the highest order 
derivative in M. is nowhere tangent to an. 
J 
2m 4.7. THEOREM. (Generalized Green's formula,) Let n be bounded and have C 
bounda.Py, L be a uniformly strongly elliptic operator of order 2m, Ba bi-
linear form associated uJith L. Let further be given a system of linear bound-
ary operators {Mj}j:~, each exactly of order j with the property that an 
is nowhere characteristic for these operators. Then there exist m linear 
differential operators N2m-l-j of order 2m-1-j, j = m, ••• ,2m-1, defined 
on an, which is non-characteristic for these operators, such that for all 
2m -
u, VE C (n) 
(4.14) m-1 I B(u,v) = (Lu,v)O,n + jIO 
an 
(N2 1 .u)M.v dcr. m- -J J 
Here the operators N2 1 . do not only depend on M., but also on the m- -J J 
bilinear form B that is chosen. 
PROOF. See LIONS & MAGENES [1968], p.127 f. or AGMON [1965], p.134 f. 
Again, the proofs make use of the localization and flattening of the 
boundary. D 
4.8. REMARKS. Formula (4.14) remains true under less restrictive smoothness 
conditions for an. Further, in practice the exact forms of N2 1 • are found 
m- -J2m 
by integration by parts. Of course the formula extends to u, v EH (n) 
by interpreting the boundary integrals in the trace sense. Choosing m = 1, 
M0v = v and writing Lin the form 
(4.15) L = I 
i,j=l 
n 
D. (a .. D. ·) + l 
1. l.J J . i= 1 
a.D.· 
l. l. 
+ a • 
0 
one gets instead of (4.12) the more familiar formula 
(4.16) B(u,v) = (Lu,v)O,Q + I Nluvdcr 
an 
where Bis the bilinear form 
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(4.17) 
and 
(4.18) 
n 
B(u,v) = l (a .. D.u,D.v)o ~ + l (a.D.u,v)o n +(aou,v)o,n 
. . 1J J 1 , ~6 • • I 1 1 , ~, ~, 1,J=l 1,J= 
n ax. 
I grad u, 
i,j=l 
a .. --1 D u .. = V• A 
1] av j 
where A is the matrix of coefficients a ..• 
l.J 
Condition (4.13) in the second order case reads 
n 
2 j=l C. V. + J J 
n 
I j=l d. f 0 J on an 
so that the strong ellipticity condition impl±es innnediately that an is 
non-characteristic for N1: 
n 
I j=l c. v. = J J 
n 
I 
i,j=l 
a .. v. v. ~ Elv! 2• 
l.J l. J 
4.9. NATURAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. Let k < m, and let Mi(j)' j = O, •.• ,k-1 
be given boundary operators all of different order i(j) ~ m-1, such that_. 
an is nowhere characteristic for each Mi(j)' Let V be the closure in Hm(n) 
m -
of all functions~ EC (n) such that Mi(j) ~ = O, j = O, ..• ,k~l. In addition 
choose m-k boundary operators Mi(j), j = k, ... ,m-1 each of order i (j) differ-
ent among themselves and different from the .. orders of t;4e first k operators 
Mi(j)" (In fact, this may be expressed as{i(j)jO$j$k-l}n {i(j)lk$j$m-1}=0 
and {i(j)!O $ j $ m-1} = {i!O $ i $ m-1}). These m-k operators should be 
chosen such that an is nowhere characteristic for them, but further the 
choice is arbitrary. Now, if u EV solves 
B(u,v) = (f,v)O,n for all v EV, 
then by (4.14) one has 
(Lu,~)o n = (f,~)o n 
. , 
or, in other words, Lu= fin a generalized sense in any sub-domain of n. 
Making use of this knowledge, and again applying (4.14), one finds that 
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this solution u satisfies 
for all v E V. 
Thus, since Mi(j)v, j = k, ••• ,m-1 can be chosen essen_tially arbitrarily, 
one obtains besides the given boundary condit_ions Mi(j)u = O, j = 0, ••• ,k-1, 
the so-called natural bou:nda:ry conditions 
N u = O, 2m-1-i(j) j = k, . .. ,m-1 . 
Observe that the space Vis defined such that it reflects the given bound-
ary conditions. If k = m, then natural boundary conditions do not occur. 
5. VARIATIONAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS FOR SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS 
In this section we wish to show that certain boundary value problems 
for elliptic equations of second order can be treated in a unified manner. 
Before starting off the discussion of these boundary value problems, it 
should be emphasized that not all types of boundary value problems allow a 
reformulation in terms of a (strongly) coercive bilinear form over a "right" 
Hilbert space V that is interm~diate between H~(Q) and H1(n). Those which 
do are often referred to as variational boundary value problems. The reason 
for this is that it can be shown (see e.g. TREVES [1967], p.196,197) that 
the solution u of the abstract boundary value problem 
B(u,v) = (f,v)O,Q for all v EV 
at the same time minimizes strictly the non-linear functional 
Q(v) = ½B(v,v) - (f,v) 0 Q , 
on V. 
We shall now discuss a variety of examples, using the general know-
ledge on existence and regularity of solutions that was sunnned up in the 
preceding section. Throughout this section Q will always be a bounded do-
main with sufficiently smooth boundary. Further, we shall not bother to 
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state the smoothness requirements the co~fficients of the operators are to 
fulfil. 
5.1. THE NEUMANN PROBLEM. Let L be the general uniformly strongly elliptic 
operator (4.15), and B the bilinear form (4.17) associated with L. Accord-
ing to Garding's inequality (see [HJ, theorem 2.7), Bis coercive over 
l H (a). Now assume that we are in the situation that the abstract boundary 
value problem 
(5.1) B(u,v) = (f,v)O,a l for all VE H (a), 
2 
where f EL (a), has a unique 
certainly hold for V = H1(a), 
f E L2(a) implies u E H2(a). 
v to Hb(a), thus finding 
B(u,v) = L(u,v)O,a 
solution. Since the conditions (VI) and (V2) 
we may apply the regulatity theory. Hence, 
Arguing as in example 4.1, we first restrict 
l 
= (f,v)o,a for all VE Ho(a), 
so that in the interior of a Lu= f. Taking subsequently the whole of H1(a) 
as the range for the functions v, and using Green's formula (4.16), we find 
I (v. A grad u)i do= 0 for all v E H1(a), 
aa 
so, because the functions v are essentailly arbitrary on aa, we obtain the 
boundary conditions 
au := v. A grad u = 0 on aa, 
avL 
which, of course, should be understood in the sense of traces, i.e. 
y(v. A grad u) = O. 
Consequently, the abstract problem (5.1) has the concrete interpretation 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Lu= fin a, 
au 
-- = 0 on aa. 
avL 
Observe that, if L = -t:., au/avL is exactly au/av. Treatment of a non-
homogeneous Neumann boundary value problem 
(5 .4) au y -- = g on an 
avL 
! 
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causes no trouble if g € H2 (an), because then, by a straightforward gener-
alization of the trace theory, one can find a. function h € H2(n) such that 
y(ah/avL) = g. Then one proceed~ in the same fashion as in example 4.1. 
Higher regularity of the solution is obtainable in case the boundary, 
the boundary condition g and the right hand size f satisfy stronger regular-· 
ity requirements. From Sobolev's theorem (see [HJ, theorem 1.3) it then 
follows that the equation and the boundary conditions are satisfied in the 
classical sense provided that the solution u belongs to a Sobolev space of 
sufficiently high order. D 
5.2. THE NEUMANN PROBLEM FOR -t:,. The Dirichlet integral (4.4) is not strongly 
coercive over H1(n), though it is coercive over H1(n). So if we wish to 
deal with the existence of a solution of the problem 
(5.5) -t:.u = f in n f € L2(n), 
(5. 6) au/av = in an, g € ! H2 (an), 
by Hilbert space methods we cannot use the Lax-Milgram theorem, but have 
to make use of the more complicated Fredholm alternative. It is easily seen 
that the homogeneous adjoint equation 
D(v,u) = 0 I V V € H (n) 
has a one-dimensional solution space, namely the constant functions inn. 
Hence 
(5. 7) D(u,v) = (f,v)O,n for all v € H1(n) 
has solutions if and only if f is orthogonal to the constant functions. 
In the same way as in the preceding example it is found that (5.7) is 
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equivalent to (5.5) and (5.6) with g = o'. Regularity of a solution is also 
settled as in the preceding example. In case of non-homogeneous boundary 
conditions one, again, chooses ah E H2(n) such that y(ah/av) = g - such 
a function h exists by the trace theory - , and studies 
(5. 8) D(w,v) = (f,v)O,n + (bh,v)O,n for all v E H1(n), 
instead of (5.7), where w = u-h. By Green's formula, (5.8) is equivalent to 
(5.9) D ( w, v) = ( f, v) O, n + I gvdo 
an 
Fredholm's alternative tells us that there exist solutions if the right 
hand side of (5.8) or (5.9) is orthogonal to the function 1. Explicitly, 
this corrrpatibiZity condition, as it is called, reads 
I f dx + I gdo = 0, 
n an 
a well-known expression in the classical approach to this type of boundary 
value problems. 0 
5.3. THE MIXED PROBLEM FOR -btA. 
Let an= a0n u a1n u A, A= a0n n a1n, 
n a1n = 0; A considered as a subset of an 
measure O. Let further be given f E L2(n) 
l 1 g E H2 (a 1n). Choose the subspace V of H (D) 
to be the closure of the sets of functions 
00 
~EC (Q) that vanish in a neighbourhood in 
r. of a0n. The elements of Vall have trace O on 
a0n. Consider_the abstract boundary value problem 
" 
Figure 5. 1 
(5.10) D(u,v) + A(u,v)o,n = (f,v)o,n + I glvdo for all V E V, 
an 
the solution of which exists uniquely in V by the Lax-Milgram theorem. By 
a reasoning quite similar to the one used in the preceding examples, (5.10) 
may be interpreted as 
(5. I I ) 
J(-6+A)u = f 
l y(au/av) = yu = 0 
inn, 
Now we wish to replace the last condition by a non-homogeneous one, g0• 
We make the assumptions that g0 is the restriction to a0n of a function 
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~ 3/2 d . . . ~ ½ g0 EH , an that g1 is the restriction to a 1n of a g 1 EH (an). Then by 
the trace theory there exists ah E H2(n) such that yh = g0 and y('ah/'av)= g1• 
Writing again u = w+h, we apparently have to consider the abstract boundary 
value problem with homogeneous boundary conditions 
D(w,v) + A(w,v) 0 ~ = (f,v) 0 n + ((6-1,.)h,v)O n for all v EV, 
, aG , , 
the solution of which may be interpreted as t:he generalized solution of 
(5.11) with O replace by g0• 
Regularity of the solution is a rather delicate matter in the neigh-
bourhood of where the two portions of the boundary a0n and a1n meet. There 
the condition (V2) is not necessarily fulfilled. A proof of regularity of 
the solutio.1 in the neighbourhood of A certainly fails if A is not suffi-
ciently smooth, and if one allows less regular boundary conditions (e.g. 
g1 E H½(r) for all open subse~s r c a 1n instead of being extendable to 
a function belonging to H!(an)). D 
5.4. OBLIQUE BOUNDARY CONDITION. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves 
to the case L = -t+A, A E IR, A> 0. Let n c IR.2 , V = H1(n), f E L2(n) 
and a E c0 (an); consider the abstract boundary value problem 
(5.12) 
As is seen by integration by parts, the bilinear form occuring in the 
left hand side of (5.12) is associated with -6+A. Further, it is strongly 
coercive over V. By the standard argument of the preceding examples, i.e. 
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temporary restriction of the v to Hb(Q)~ once again it is shown that in the 
interior of Q (5.12) is equivalent to (-~+A)u = f. Green's formula gives 
(5. 13) B(u,v) = ((-~+A)u,v)O,Q + f (v. A grad u)vdcr 
where an 
A= [1 al 
-a 1f 
So the solution u EV of (5.12) must satisfy the boundary condition 
f (v. A grad u)vdcr = 0, 
an 
from which it follows that 
(5. 14) 
since the v are essentially arbitrary. Another way of writing (5.14) is 
(5. 15) 
where au/aT signifies the derivative in the direction tangent to an, 
i.e. T = (-v2 ,v 1) at every point of an. 
This is a good moment to stop at the fact that the boundary operators 
considered are indeed such that an is nowhere characteristic, as was required 
by the generalized Green's formula. Here, this condition means that the deriv-
ative in (5.15) is nowhere tangent to the boundary, which is so if a remains 
finite for all x E an. 
The treatment of the corresponding non-homogeneous problem, as well 
as the application of the regularity theory, are straightforward. 
5.5. INTERFACE CONDITIONS. Let 
Q = QI u Q2 u (a 1n n a2n), QI n n2 = 0, 
V = H6(n) and write u = u. in Q.' j = I , 2. J J 
Let further a and b 
-
be two positive constants. 
Consider the abstract boundary value problem Figure 5.2 
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n n 
(5. 16) B(u,v):= a r (D.u, D.v) 0 n' + b r (D.u,D.v) 0 n i=l 1 1 ,~Gl i=l 1 1 ,uz 
= (f,v)o,n for all VE v. 
By restricting the choice of v to H~(n 1) and H~(n2) respectively, one finds 
that in the interior of n1 and n2 respectively (5.16) is equivalent tb 
(5. 17) { 
-l!.u = f/a 
. -t.u = f/b 
in n1, 
Green's formula takes here the form 
B(u,v) = -a(t.u,v) 0· n - b(t.u,v) 0 Q 
' 1 , 2 
I au] - + b I au 2 _ + a -- vdcr -- vdcr av av 
annan 1 annanz 
J 
au] au2 
+ (a -a- v + b -a - v)dcr 
V 1 v2 
an 1nan2 
where vj is the outward normal to an 1 n an2 with respect to Qj' j = 1,2. 
In view of (5.17), the interpretation of the abstract boundary value prob-
lem near the boundary must be· 
(5. 18) u = 0 on an <=> u. = 0 on an. n an, j= 1 , 2 
J J 
and 
(5. 19) 
au 1 au2 
a -- = b-· 
av 1 av 1 
The last condition is called the interface condition. Since the bilinear 
form defined in (5.16) is strongly coercive over H~(Q), existence and re-
gularity of the solution are dealt with as in previous examples. Regularity 
in the interior implies that u 1 = u2 on an 1 n an2 in the sense of traces. 
5.6. GENERAL REMARKS ON BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. We now give a more general 
treatment of boundary conditions for second order elliptic operators. As 
we have seen in the previous examples, boundary conditions are represented 
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by the choice of the space V, of the bilinear form B associated with the 
9perator L, and of the "boundary part" of the functional F(v) in the right 
hand side of e.g. (5.9). Here these three choices are discussed in a more 
general setting. 
First, consider the elliptic operator 
n n 
(5.20) L = I D. a .. D .• + I a. D .• + ao· . 
i,j=l 1 1J J i=l 1 1 
Introduce the bilinear form on H1 (n) 
n n 
(5.21) B(u,v) = 2 (b .. D.u, D1.v)o,n + I (b. D.u,v)o n 
• • 1 1J J ~~ 1. = I 1 1 , u 1,J= 
For the form B to be associated to Lone must have 
00 
for all~,$ E Co(n). 
This amounts to the conditions 
Jaij + a .. = b .. + b .. ' J1 1J . J1 
(5.22) = b. - s.' r 1 1 ao = bO. 
For the time being, we choose V = H1 (n), and we wish to interpret the bound-
ary conditions corresponding to Band V. Application of Gauss' theorem a 
number of times, and use of (5.22) leads to a Green's formula of the form 
B(u,v) = (Lu,v) 0 n + 
' 
f [ I 
an i,j=t 
b .. v. D.uv 1J 1 J 
n -1 
+ 2 Si vi u v J do . 
i=l 
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Hence, if u is a solution of the abstract boundary value problem 
(5.23) for all v EV, 
then u satisfies the differential equation Lu= fin the generalized sense 
in the interior of n, and the boundary condition 
(5.24) I 
i,j= 1 
b .. v. D.u + 
1J 1 J 
n 
I 
i=l 
13. v .u 
1 1 
* where Fan is some functional on a Sobolev space of functions defined on 
the boundary an. 
We first look at homogeneous boundary conditions. The ordinary situa-
tion of course is that the boundary condition is prescribed. Boundary con-
ditions purely tangent to the boundary must be excluded, since an may not 
be characteristic. We shall investigate the boundary condition 
(5.25) au + au+ 0 qu = 
av pa. 
C 
where 
au 
n 
au 
n 
-- = I c .. V. D,u, -= I T. D.u av i,j=I 1J 1 J OT i=l 1 1 C 
n n 2 n 2 I T. v. = o, I T. = 1 , I V • = I. 
i=l 1 1 i=l 1 i=l 1 
Using these relations, we find that (5.25) is equivalent to 
n 
(5.26) I 
i, j=l 
v. D.u[c .. +P(T,V. - T.V.] + qu = 0 
1 J 1J J 1 1 J 
The functions v.,T.,c .. , pand q are, in the first instance, only defined 
J J 1J 
for x E an. We now assume that they all have extensions into the interior 
of n that are sufficiently regular. With the help of the trace theory, one 
can find the conditions on vj,Tj,cij' p and q such that this is indeed the 
case. We leave this to the reader. Comparing (5.26) with (5.24), we see 
that we should choose 
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(5. 2 7) b .. = c .. + P(T,V, - T,V.) 
].J 1J J 1 1 J 
From (5.22) it then follows that c .. + c .. = a .. + a .. , so that in this 
1J J 1 1J J 1 
approach of boundary value problems it is impossible to choose c .. arbitra-
1J 
rily. In essence, only 3u/clvL can be dealt with. Furthermore, we find that 
(5.28) 
n 
I 
i =• 1 
f3, \).U = qu, 
1 1 
e.g. S. = qv .• 
1 1 
In the special case a .. = c .. = o .. (the Kronecker o), S. = O, n = 2, 
1J 1J 1J 1 
condition (5.27) is the same as (5.14) or (5.15). 
(5.29) 
In applications it is practical to write (5.21) in the form 
n 
B(u,v) = l 
i,j=l 
n 
(b .. D.u,D.v)o n + I ((b. - s.)D.u, v)o n 
1] 1 J , H i =] 1 1 1 , 3' 
S. v. uvdo. 
1 1 
The qu~stion of (unique) existence and regularity of the solution is 
answered in the same way as in the previous examples, as well as the ques-
tion how to deal with non-homogeneous boundary conditions. The details are 
left to the reader. A direct application is given in the next example. 
5.7. NEWTON'S RADIATION CONDITION. Take L = -11+\, A> O. Newton's radiation 
condition reads 
(5.30) dU clv + hu = g on cl0o, 
Choose V = H li (Q), and the coefficients b .. , b., and S. in such a manner 
1J 1 1 
that the bilinear form 
B(u,v) = D(u,v) + \(u,v)O,Q + f huvd.0 
c)Q 
1s considered i.e. b .. = o .. , b0 = A, S. = hv., b. = s .. The solution of 1J 1J 1 1 1 1 
the abstract boundary value problem 
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B(u,v) = (f,v) 0 n for all v 'e V , 
satisfies (-~+A)u =fin the interior of n in the generalized sense, and 
(5.30) on an, in the sense of traces with g = O. The non-homogeneous prob-
lem is treated in the same manner as was done in the Neumann problem. 
Unique existence of the solution is guaranteed in the case that Bis strong-
ly coercive. This condition is certainly satisfied if h(x) ~ 0 for all 
x e an. D 
5.8. CONCLUDING REMARKS. We have seen that as long as we pick out boundary 
value problems from a relatively restricted list, namely those problems 
which can be formulated in the variational form, a unified treatment is 
possible. 
Whether or not a boundary value problem can be put in the variational 
form, depends strongly on the form of the boundary conditions. A very gener-
al class of boundary conditions that do not allow a variational formulation, 
but for which an approach by means of Hilbert space theory is nevertheless 
possible, is formed by the so-called Lopatinski conditions. The mathematics 
involved is far more sophisticated than was needed for the variational boun-
dary value problems, and falls beyond the scope of this report. TREVES [1975] 
and FRIEDMAN [1969] give a brief description of this class of boundary con-
ditions, LIONS & MA.GENES [1968] give a more lenghty discussion. 
6. VARIATIONAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS FOR HIGHER ORDER EQUATIONS 
A striking difference between the application of Hilbert space methods 
to Dirichlet boundary value problems and to those of other type is, that 
the former can be treated in the same way no matter which order the ellip-
tic equation has, whereas the latter do not allow such a uniform treat-
ment. The reason for this is found in the simple fact that for second order 
elliptic operators it is relatively simple to prove that bilinear forms 
associated with these operators are coercive over H1(n), which is not at 
all the case for higher order operators, where Garding's inequality (see 
[HJ, p.18) only establishes coercivity over H~(n). The situation is even 
worse: in general it is not true that a bilinear form associated to a 
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higher order operator is coercive over ·Hm(n). The following example is 
illustrative. 
6. I. EXAMPLE,. Let n be bounded and have a Lipschitz continuous boundary. 
The bilinear form 
(6.1) 
is not coercive over H2(n), whatever the positive constant;\ may be (it is, 
2 
of course, coercive over H0 (n)). The proof of this statement depends on the 
following lemma. 
0 I · 6.2. LEMMA. Let n be bounded and have C' boundary. Let B(u,v) be a coer-
cive bilinear form over a closed subspace V of Hm(n). If for all u EV 
(6.2) 2 I Re B ( u, u ) I :,; c II u llm- 1 
for some positive constant c, then Vis finite-dimer.eional. 
PROOF. We give the proof because of its clarifying nature. Coercivity of 
Band (6.2) lead to 
(6.3) 
where c0 is some positive constant, and;\ 'is chosen ~uch that B(u,v)+:\(u,v) 0 
00 
is strongly coercive over V. Take any sequence {uk}k=I c V with llukllm-l ~ 1 
for all k. By (6.3) then also lluklm are bounde~ for all k. Then Rellich's 
theorem (theorem 1.11 in [HJ) implies that{~} has a convergent subsequence 
in H111- 1(n), and therefore in V since Vis a closed subspace of Hm-l(n). So 
the unit ball is compact in V. But if that is so in a normed linear space, 
this space must be finite dimensional. D 
') 
CONTINUATION OF EXAMPLE 6.1. Let V = {u E H'"'(Q) l~u = 0} then for these .u 
there holds 
2 I Re B ( u ,u ) I = Re ;\ U u II O• 
If B(u,v) were coercive, then from lemma 6.2 (with m = I) it would 
follow that the subspace of harmonic functions V is finite-dimensiona,l, 
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which is clearly not so. D 
The question we are confronted with is: given a uniformly strongly 
operator L in. Q c JR.n of order 2m, m 2:: 2, do there exist bilinear forms 
associated with L that are coercive over a subspace V c Hm(Q), V being 
essentially "more" than H~(Q)? Naturally, the case V = Hm(Q) is the most 
interesting. The rest of this section is devoted to the formulation of 
conditions - mostly sufficient, but sometimes also necessary - on the coef-
ficients of L under which the question posed here may be answered in a posi-
tive sense. 
But let us first look at example 5.2, the Neumann problem for the 
second order elliptic operator-~, from a different point of view than 
before. We saw that the bilinear form 
(6.4) D(u,v) = 
n 
I (D.u,D.v)o Q 
i=I 1 1 ' 
l is not strongly coercive over H (Q), because D(u,v) cannot distinguish 
between two functions only differing a constant. But, as is easily seen, 
the Dirichlet integral is strongly coercive over the quotient space of H1(Q) 
modulo the constant functions. This idea can be generalized to higher order 
operators. We. shall do this first, before we turn our attention to the ques-
tion posed before. 
6.3. IDTATIONS. Let Q be a bounded domain, and let Pm_ 1(Q) denote the set 
of polynomials in Q of degree m-1. The quotient space Hm(Q)/P 1(Q) consists m-
o£ equivalence classes u of functions u E Hm(Q): u,v E u <=> u-v E Pm-I (Q). 
The canonical norm on this quotient space is defined in the usual manner: 
(6.5) 11u:11Hm(Q)/P (Q) = inf llull Q" 
m-1 UEU m, 
m The following lemmas give another description of the norm on H (Q)/Pm-l(Q). 
6.4. LEMMA. Let again Q be bounded. Then there exits a family of functions 
fp E L2 (r2), IPI:::; m-1, such that for aU v E Pm_ 1 (r2) 
2 (v,f ) 0 Q = 0 <=> v _ O. IP I :::;m-1 p • 
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PROOF. Very simple; choose e.g. f = xp: D p 
6. 5. LEMMA. Let n be bounded and ha.ve a, continuous boundary. Then 
(6.6) 
where {f} is as in lemma 6.4, is a norm on Hm(n) equivalent to the origi-
P 
nal one. 
PROOF. See NECAS [1967], p. Ill. 0 
6.6. THEOREM. Suppose tha.t n is bounded and an of class c0• Then there exist 
positive constants c 1 and c2 such tha.t 
(6. 7) 
where, of course, u is a representative of the equivalence class u. In other 
words: the expression 
(6.8) (u,v)~(n)/P (n) = 
m-1 
ia an inner product on Hm(n)/P~_1(n) tha.t defines a norm which is equivalent 
to the canonical norm defined by (6.5). 
m PROOF. The proof is based on two facts: first, the norm on H (n) can be 
characterized by (6.6); and second, the polynomials of degree less than or 
equal to m-1 are exactly those functions in Hm(n) that cause the first term 
in (6.6) to vanish. Functions only differing a polynomial p E Pm_ 1(n) are 
..., 
therefore not distuinguished by the first term. For details see NECAS [1967], 
o.112. D 
6.7. APPLICATION. Applying this to example 5.2, the Neumann problem for 
the Laplace equation, we find that indeed the Dirichlet integral D(u,v) 
imposes on the quotient space H1(n)/PO(n) a Hilbert space structure equi-
valent to the one defined by (6.5). 
The characterization of the Hilbert space structure of the quotient space 
can be used to find strongly coercive forms over the quotient spaces. The 
following simple theorem gives a neat illustration. 
0 6.8. THEOREM. Let n be bounded and have C boundary. Let further B be a 
biUnear form only having m-th order derivatives, i.e. 
(6.9) B(u,v) = 
such that the coefficients a satisfy for arbitrary comple·-c nUTflbers r;; pq p 
and somq p.Jsitive constant c 
(6.10) Re l a (x) r;; r;; ~ c 
lpl=lql=m pq P q 
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m 
almost everywhere inn. Then B(u,v) is strongly coercive over H (n)/Pm-I(n). 
PROOF. Indeed, for u E Hm(n) one has 
Re B(u,v) = Re I 
lpl=lql=m 
By theorem 6.6. the last expression defines an equivalent norm on 
Hm(n)/Pm-I(n). □ 
6.9. REMARK.- Observe that condition (6.10) is stronger that the uniform 
ellipticity condition (see [HJ, definition 2.10). This is seen by substi-
tuting in (6.10) r;;p = ~p = ~~• = ~:n. D 
A more general theorem, the proof of which rests on theorem 6.8, is 
the following one. 
6.10. THEOREM. Let n be bounded and have CO boundary. Let B be the bilinear 
B(u,v) = 
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Suppose further' th.at condition ( 6. 1 0) is satisfied. 
(i) If 
(6.11) m for all u EH (n) 
then B(u,v) is sty,ongly coePcive ovey, Hm(n)/Pm~l(n). 
(ii) If Pis a closed linear' subspace of Pm_ 1(n), if (6.11) is satisfied, 
and if additionally 
(6.12) Re B(u,v) =· 0 ~ u E P for all u E P 1, m-
then B(u,v) is stPongly coePcive ovey, Hm(n)/P. 
(iii) Let V be a closed linear' subspace of Hm(n). If condition (6.11) 
is tPue foY' all u EV, then B(u,v) is stPongly coePcive ovey, V/Pm_ 1(n). 
(iv) Let V be as in (iii), and let P be a closed linear' subspace of 
V n Pm_ 1(n). If (6.11) holds foY' all u EV, and (6.12) foy, all 
u E p l(n) n v, then B(u,v) is sty,ongly coey,cive OVeY' V/P. 
m-
PROOF. See NECAS [1967], p.144 ff. and p.41 ff. □ 
6.11. EXAM?LE. THE BIHARMONIC OPERATOR. As we have seen before, the bili-
near form (8u,8v)o,n associated with the operator 82 is not coercive over 
H2(n). For the two-dimensionai case we consider another bilinear form on 
H2 (n) 
B(u,v) 
(6.13) 
In case of sufficient smoothness of an and of u and v, the generalized 
Green's formula (4.12) (i.e. integration by parts) yields 
(6. 14) B(u,v) 2 r [(N1u)v + (N2u) avJdcr = (8 u,v)o + ~\) 
an 
where 
(6.15) 2 2 + 2v 1v2D1D2u + 2 2 N1u = cr8u + (1-cr) ( v I D l u v2D2u) 
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and 
(6.16) 
Here v = (v 1 ,v2) is the normal to the boundary, a/av the normal derivative 
at the boundary, and a/~. the derivative in the tangent direction. We wish 
to apply theorem 6.8. The bilinear form Bat hand is examined as follows 
lt111 2 + 2Ct-a)lt12l 2 + a(t11'22+t22'11) + lt22l 2 = 
2 2 2 2 (1-a)(lt11I + lt22I + 2lt12I) + alt11+t22I ~ 
(l-a)(lt1112 + lt2212 + 2lt12l2). 
So for O ~a< 1 the bilinear form Bis strongly coercive over H2(n)/P 1(n). 
2 2 Let f EL (n), g1,g2 EL (an) be given. If the equation 
(6.17) 
is to be solvable, it must be required that the right hand side of (6.17), 
which is a continuous linear functional on H2 (n), defines a continuous 
linear functional on H2(n)/P 1(n). The condition under which this is true 
is obvious, it must be orthogqnal to P1(n), i.e. 
(6.18) 
for v = 1, v = xi and v = x2 
We now may say that we have established by Hilbert space methods the 
existence of a generalized solution of the boundary value problem 
(6.19) 
on an, 
where f, g1 and g2 satisfy (6.18). This is a Neumann type boundary value 
problem for ~2 , though not the usual one, since we are not allowed to take 
a = O. D 
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' Another approach to coercivity of bilinear fo~ms is now mentioned, that 
is due originally to ARONSZAJN and later to SMITH [1961], and that involves 
deeper mathematics. We start with a simple lemma. 
6.12. LEMMA. Let n be bounded and ha,ve a Lipschitz continuous bounda.Py. 
Let fur>ther B(u,v) be a coercive over V and suppose tha,t Re B(u,u) ~ 0 for 
aU u E V. Then 
{u E V!Re B(u,rr) = 0} 
is a linear finite-dimensional subspace of V. 
PROOF. That Vis of finite dimension is an innnediate consequence of lennna 
6.1. The linearity is proved with aid of the real-valued bilinear form 
B1(u,v) = !{B(u,v) + B(v,u)}. D 
6. 13. THEOREM. Let P 1 (r,;), ••• ,Pl (r,;) be homogeneous polynomials of degree m, 
having constant coefficients. Consider the bilinear form 
(6.20) 
on H;(n), where n is supposed to be a bounded domain w_ith Lipschitz contin-
uous boundary. 
(i) A necessary and sufficient condition for B to be coercive over 
H~(n) is tha,t the polynomials Pk(r,;), k = I, ... ,.t ha,ve no common non-
zero real zero. 
(ii) A necessary and sufficient condition for B to be coercive over Hm(n) 
is tha,t the polynomials Pk(r,;), k = l, ... ,.t ha,ve no common non-zero 
complex zero. 
PROOF. 
(i) 
l 
The non-vanishing of L IPk(r,;)1 2 for non-zero real r,; is equivalent to 
k=l 
the ellipticity of the differential operator associated with B. So the 
sufficiency is an innnediate result of Garding's (see [HJ, theorem 2.15), 
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and the necessity follows from the 'converse of the theorem on Garding's 
inequality. 
(ii) This is the hard part of the theorem, especially the sufficiency in 
the proof of which one needs Hilbert's "Nullenstellensatz". See 
AGMON [1965], p.160 ff. □ 
6.14. EXAMPLE. THE BIHARMONIC OPERATOR, Let Q c JR2 bounded with CO,I 
boundary. Consider the bilinear form 
(6.21) 
2 for all u,v EH (a). This bilinear form is coercive over H2 (a), because 
2 1 . 1 2 the po ynomia. s s1 - s2 and 2s 1s 2 have no other cormnon complex zeros than 
O. By integration by parts one can show that a function u satisfying 
B(u,v) = (f,v) 0 a for all v E H2 (a) 
' 
is a generalized solution of 
2 
I::,. u = 0 in rl, 
2 2 2 2 
-1::,.u + 2(v D1u + 2v 1v2n1n2u + v2n2u) = 0 and 
a a 2 2 2 2 
- a,~ t:,.u + 2 3T(v 1v2n.1u - (v 1-v2)n 1n2u - v1v2n2u) = 0 on an. 
2 Observe that the bilinear form (6.21) is merely coercive over H (~), where-
as the former approach gave strong coercivity, but over a "smaller" space, 
H2(a)/P 1(n). Here the existence of a solution is not guaranteed by the Lax-
Milgram theon~m, but by a Fredholm type existence theorem. D 
6.15. EXAMPLE. We still have not dealt with the boundary value problem 
(6.22) {
~
2u + Au •
3 
f in O (A € JR, A > o), 
t:,.u = g 1 , ~ t:,.u = g2 on an. 
2 Set w = l::,.u, then t:,. w +Aw= 6f in a, w = g 1 and aw/av= g2 on aa. Hence 
(6.22) is reduced to a Dirichlet boundary value problem. D 
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We close this section by stating a theorem for non-constant 
coefficients. 
6.16. THEOREM. Let Q be bounded and let aQ be Lipschitz continuous. Let 
P 1 (x D), ••• ,Pl (x D) be differential ope1•ators of order m., having coeffi-
cients that are bounded in Q. Assume further that coefficients of the 
highest order parts Pi(x,D), .•. ,Pl(x,D) are continuous in~- If 
(i) for eaeh y E Q the polynomials P!(y,;;;) have no corronon non-zero 
J 
real zero., and 
(ii) for each y E aSl the 
then the biUnear form 
l 
B(u,v) = I j=l 
is coercive over Hm(Q). 
P!(y,;;;) have no corronon non-zero complex zero, 
J 
(P.(x,D)u,P.(x,D)v) 0 Q J J ' 
PROOF. See AGMON [ l 96 7] , p. l 6 7 ff. 0 
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